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Women’s
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loses
against
Wahines
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Hospitals try to head off
unkillable ’super’ germs
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Escort service down despite campus attacks
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily SUIT Writer

Two recent attacks may prompt more
students to start calling for escort service
offered by the University Police, although
use remains down nearly 74 percent from
earlier years.
After a survey of escort use in 1990,
UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe found an average of
70 calls per night. In a spring 1994 survey,

that number had dropped to 25 calls per
night. This semester, the nightly calls for
an escort are even fewer than last semester, Lowe said.
SJSU student Andrew Schmurr, 20, is a
new escort this semester and believes the
August shooting death of a UC Berkeley
student, Josh Hernandez, near the SJSU
campus has made more students aware of
the available service.

On Aug. 31, a 26-year-old man was
attacked by a club-wielding assailant near
Clark Library around 2 a.m. The man
fought off the attack and the assailant fled.
Lowe believes the recent decrease in
students using the service might be due to
some being unwilling to wait for an escort,
although UPD tries to get to each caller
within Ito 2 minutes.
In 1990, the service had eight guides

each night and ant ked with Disabled
Student Services (DSS) for additional
guides. Lowe said.
There are fewer guides now due to tight
budget constraints and the money shortages caused the UPD to cancel its work
with DSS.
This year, the service is not yet fully
staffed even though escorts earn $6.50 an
hour more than the $5.00 an hour for

the .nerage on -campus Joh.
At an Aug. 30 crime prevention meeting
held at nearby Lowell Elementary School-,
one SJSU student said, "I don’t feel safe.
I’m going to stop going to the library at
flight."
Another student voiced concerns about
the UPD escorts’ ability to defend a student against an attacker.
See

Escort, Back page

New child-care
center on hold
By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students’ projected child-care plan, which raced
through the student election in
1993 and was aimed at creating a
new child-care center in July of
1996 by raising student fees, is currently facing some serious problems.
"There is some question as to
whether those (projected) funds
will build the type of facility that
we originally had in mind, AS.
President Marilyn Charell said.
A $2.8 million federal government grant subsidizes the fees but
is not enough to construct the pro-

posed child-care center.
The plan, imposed in 1993 by
then A.S. President Blair Whitney,
was intended to build a new childcare center to hold up to 200 children. It consisted of raising students’ fees incrementally by $5 in
1994 for the construction cost and
by $3 in 1995 for operating costs.
The $5 fee, totaling $515,394 as
of the fall semester, has been set
aside to build a new child-care center.
Currently, most of the $3 fee is
being used to fund operational
costs of the current center, instead
of using it for building the new
See Child-care, Back page

Campus monitors
computer security
Microchips secured at SJSU as
high-tech crime rises in the area
change hands three to 12 times in
a 72-hour time frame before it
reaches it’s final destination,"
Located in Silicon Valley. one of
Smith said. " This rapid exchange
the most prevalent hubs of comgreatly reduces our ability to track
puter-related crimes in the nation,
the perpetrators," he said.
computer
SJSU
In some cases his
have
facilities
department
incorporated syscomreceived
tems to discourage
plaints from comtechnology-related
panies whose loss
crimes.
was not discovered
Sgt.
Detective
until 12 months
Ray Smith of the
after the incidents
Santa Clara police
occurred. In such
department said
situations the investhe greatest rise in
tigative process is
computer-related
very difficult.
thievery exists in
Jim Schmidt, unithe area of compoversity
librarian
nents.
Sgt. Ray Smith who is in charge of
And for the
Santa Clara detective the Instructional
most part, organiResource Center,
zations who expeadmits that SJSU is
repeated
rience
not inumme to
losses in this area.
these types of crimes. But he feels
have to reevaluate their invent"! \
risk lies more in the
process controls systems. Poor «oi- the greatest
loss of an entire system rather than
trols are often incentives for these
that of SIMMS.
type crimes.
"We have such a high demand
"Today, stolen SIMMS (single
See SIMMS, Back page
in -line memory modules) may
By Ginger McDonald
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Arid for Windows, a relatively new system of
electronically transmitting documents, has recently been put to use at Clark Library’s Interlibrary
Loan Department, translating into faster times for
library users to obtain materials they request.
Staff at SJSU’s loans department use Ariel as a
means of sending and receiving whole or sections
of publications, where in the past. Clark and Outside libraries would either fax or mail them, said
Hjordis Madsen, head of the department.
She said the new system replaces much of the
faxing or mailing required to fulfill requests made
by outside libraries for publications not available
in their own facilities. Conversely, San Jose State
University students and faculty can have requests
satisfied for materials from libraries off campus by
using Arid.
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a scanner.
Monday, Madsen demonstrated to members of
the Academic Senate library Committee that
requests or responses can be clone in a matter of
minutes, imd that virtually any type of image, even
photographs, could be transmitted.
Faxes prove problematic for the department’s
purposes because not all pages on a document
may show up dearly, and faxes can be cumbersome in dealing with, Madsen said. "All of our
personnel have uniformly hated fax machines,
and as for Ariel, we love it.
Ariel supersedes fax machines resolution and
time capabilities because the signals are conducted via computer wires over the Internet As
opposed to telephone lines. Its ad% an tages over
See Ariel, Back page

Lorena Vidno, foreground. and Isabelle
Coja work Monday on
their first ceramics projects for Art 51A,
Beginning Ceramics
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HMOs compete with student health coverage
Task force created to make
medical care more efficient
By John J. Woo
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
DeSpitt. Itit .11.111:11iilit of campus student mcdi, .11 ate and
msmance, sist iuflit i.tls sorivi that
health main idiance organizations
(HMOs) will soon replace the
existing university-implemented
services and insurance.
Associated
Simmons,
Jerry
Students’ services director, said
campus administrators nationwide
predict competition from HMO
chains like Kaiser.
Hospital chains can purdiase
medical supplies and medicines it
bulk rates because they deal isit Ii

high volume. I fits- pas then
empli0 yes lower salaries bet ause
the% are not affiliated with labor
iii iii
as are campus health services, he said.
Simmons said they could then
oiler better rates to students for
health set ices, making what t lieges offer obsolete.
Students make ideal members
lot HMOs because thee tend to be
healthier than most groups, he
said. 1 he incidence of those with
costly, lite-threatening diseases,
such as cancer is virtually nil,
because they would tend not to
enroll or not remain in school.
Simmons
said
President
hmon’s pleas in recent years for
hi it’ll i Me ICI,1111i
%. hit h have

led to the beginnings of intense
competition between providers of
ma% turn the eves
healtIi plans
of HMOs towat d campuses, a fresh
market in a tight economy.
As a result, the universitY has put
together the Health Services
Strategic Planning ’Task Force.
whose main purpose is to find
practical ways to make more efficient use of student health fees.
Said Simmons: "We want to
make student health services so
good at such low costs that HMOs
wouldn’t even trY. . . I am planning on spending a great deal of
time examining how we can get a
better bang for the buck."
CurrentlY. SIM’ offers a student

See Medical, Back page

AIDS comic strip

Millions in child labor

Minority contracts

Sex discrimination

Jon Eikenberg’s comic stnp isn’t
always funny. Instead of a
gentle tickle, it can feel like a fist
to the stomach. The cartoon is
about falling victim to AIDS.

The Anti -Slavery Society said
between 104 million and 146
million children, mostly in
India, are making clothing and
other goods in sweat shops.

An experunental program to
bring government contracts to
mmonty-owned companies did
just a fraction of what was
intended before funding ended

eniale factoiy workers who say
Nabisco Foods engaged in sex
discrumnation by restricting
women’s bathroom breaks
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Newsroom Voices

Most candidates hardly presidential
’Given the choice today,’ the
pollster began, ’would you vote
for Bob Dole or Bill Clinton?’
‘Uhhhh,’ I said.

Newsroom Voices

Popular media affects children deeply
While grocery shopping
with my grandson one
afternoon, I couldn’t
help but hope I’d run into someone I knew so I could show him
off. At eighteen months, he was
cute, smart, witty and very personable.
As I scanned the aisles of the
store, feeling somewhat like a
remote security system strategically
placed behind a tall stack of
cans, I spotted Mary, one of my
neighbors.
"Hi Mary," I said.
I had managed to get her attention all I needed
to make my
next move. I put my cart into high
gear and maneuvered it down e
aisle toward her.
I was lucky. My quick movement
enabled me to place my cart strategically in front of her thus! had
a captive audience.
A bit taken back by my assertiveness, she forced a smile as she
asked how I was.
I nodded and quickly turned all
pf my attention to my grandson.
"Say hi to Mrs. Marshall,"! said,
in that sweet, syrupy voice that
women inherit with the birth of
their first grandchild.
My grandson looked straight up
at her, glared and extended his
right arm out, forming a claw-like
hook with his hand as he growled
his throat
producing an ominous gurgling sound.
I couldn’t beliee what I was seeing. Why, he was imitating one of
those ninja whatchamacallits you
see on TV.
Mary, forming her lips into a
smirking, straight-line grin, said
’Gosh he’s cute. But gotta run
now."
And run she did. Like a VCR on
rewind, she shoved her cart into
reverse, spun it into a U-turn and
vanished.
Later on, my daughter attempted to justify his behavior and ease
my concerns. I argued, saying
there’s no telling what he’ll be like
when he grows up if he’s growling
like one of those ninja things at 18
months.
"Oh Mom, he just loves watching the little guys on TV. It’s just a
fad. Don’t worry, he’ll get over it,"
she said.
When I was in the seventh
grade, I remember being strongly

influenced by the famous actor dancer Gene Kelley. I must have
seen every one of his movies at
least three times. I even dreamt of
being able to dance like him someday.
That is until I broke my arm performing on stage in front of my
entire junior high school. I was
doing the title routine from the
movie "Singing in the Rain," when
my umbrella flipped inside-out,
causing me to lose my balance, as
well as any hopes I’d ever had of
becoming a professional dancer.
After the laughter died down,
which I think lasted until I graduated from the ninth grade, I hung
up my tat, shoes for good.
Now I m not going to say that
because of Gene Kelley, and my
desire to mimic him, I broke my
arm. But there is no doubt in my
mind that he had a major influence on me and my behavior.
I shared my concerns with Reilly,
an old friend of mine, one afternoon. He agreed with me and told
me about how the media had
affected him when he was a little
boy.
In 1925, he was five years old.
His dad had done some work for a
rich man, and in exchange, the
man gave his dad a new AtwaterKent radio. Since no one else in
their small farm community in
Sunny River, Maine had one, it was
a big deal for Reilly and his two
older brothers.
It was during prohibition, and
the leading rum runners were
making headlines. Gangsters like
Al Capone, "Pretty Boy" Floyd and
John
Dillinger
were
involved in real life shootouts over turf.
"A lot of innocent
bystanders were getting
killed," he said.
He remembers how
vividly the radio announcer would describe the gang
in-fighting that was going
on in the big cities
like Boston, New
York, and Chicago.
"My brothers and
I weren’t much different than most
young boys today,"
he said. "When
the radio came
into our lives so

... there’s no telling
what he’ll be like
when he grows up
if he’s growling like
one of those
ninja things
at 18 months.
did those gangsters. I really
believed they would pick our old
barn as a hide-out. It was big, dark
and it set way back off road," he
said.
Reilly had many sleepless nights
during that time. Some nights
he’d have to wake tip his older
brothers to take him out back to
go to the bathroom. It was located
right next to the big barn, where
he knew the gangs were hiding.
He is now well into his senior
years, and has had a very full and
adventurous life. At 14 he traveled
across the U.S. in box-cars (railroad freight cars). And during the
war, he was in charge of building
the liberty ships that carried thousands of men.
He’s a strong and physically fit
man, which is why he gets a little
embarrassed to admit that there
are still times when he’ll have a
nightmare about the Mafia gangs
and that big, old, dark barn that
was located behind his house.
Now you tell me. Does the
media have an influence on
kids?
Ginger McDonald is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Letters

Racist hatred
isn’t ’trendy’
Journalism student Paul Eiser’s
Sept. 14 Campus View on "an epidemic of hatred" in our country
quickly and sadly disintegrates into
a confusing and convoluted diatribe which ironically may help to
perpetuate the hatred he allegedly
decries.
He provides weak and traditionally stereotypical reasons for the
phenomenon by proclaiming that
in the past American Indians were
hated because "they were on our
land, hunting our animals;" and
that blacks were hated "because
they were good for nothing but
manual labor." He also enunciates
reasons why hatred has been
aimed at Germans, Japanese, communists, our government and the
Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD).
Hate mongers will relish his
least comprehensible and most
reprehensible racist conclusion
concerning Jews, which he matterof-factly states, "Everybody hates
the Jews. I don’t know why it seems
to he a trend." Being *trendy" in
his mind, preempts stating one
valid reason for noting an irrational racist hatred.
Since his incoherent points ram-

ble all about, it is difficult to discern if Eiser is being facetious or is
unbelievably naive in his misguided understanding of history, but
either way, his pronouncements
are dangerous.
Let’s hope that the next trend
Eiser recognizes and enthusiastically joins, is one where journalism
majors learn to present well
thought-out, meaningful ideas in a
clear, concise, coherent manner,
helping the public to better understand the world around them.
Professor Harvey Godiffe
Journalism

Bikes on campus OK
This letter is in response to
"Crash course in bicycle etiquette."
How did you get to school today?
Maybe on Interstate 880, wearing a
seat belt, equipped with bumpers,
a rearview mirror, and a passing
lane?
We now pay a nominal fee for
alternative transportation which
has increased the number of bicycles on campus. Instead of being
thanked for decreasing traffic congestion, not to mention decreasing
air pollution and preserving natural resources, bicyclists are forbidden to ride on campus.
I would argue that if bicycles

were permitted to ride on campus,
that "click, click, click" of "disaster"
would decrease.
I’m sure some cyclists just want
to get to the other side of campus
without being cited or harassed. As
far as taking up this issue with the
UPD, that is a joke!
Not only can some of those campus cops on bikes hardly ride a
bike, they are one of the primary
perpetrators of "click, click, click
disaster." The only time I was ever
in fear of my life by a bike it was a
campus cop on a bike!
The solution lies in allowing
bicycles to be ridden on campus.
That way the cops on bikes would
not need to race around to catch
bicyclists. They could concentrate
on what they know coffee and
donuts!
And bicyclists would be able to
ride at a leisurely pace from one
side of campus to the other without having to constantly look over
their shoulder
thus keeping
their eyes on the path in front of
them.
Connie Garrett
Biology

/ 4 an week I received a call from a pollster doing a
"political survey" for the Los Angeles Times.
She wanted to know whom I might vote for in
the next presidential election, if it were to be held
today.
"Given the choice today," the pollster began,
"would you vote for Bob Dole or Bill Clinton?"
"Uhlihh," I said.
She continued.
"Given the choice today would you vote for Pete
Wilson or Bill Clinton?"
"Uhhhh," I said, yet again.
he’ll be running hard. He talks tough, and has
Probably hoping that the third time would be a promised he would lift the arms embargo in Bosnia if
charm, she tried again. "Given the choice today would elected. I like this tough talk, and would almost conyou vote for Phil Gramm or Bill Clinton?" she said.
sider voting for him on this one issue alone. However,
"Uhhhh" I said, sounding like a broken record.
one would hope the war would be over long before
I asked her if there was a "none of the above" cate- that.
gory, but the remark was met with a stony silence.
California’s favorite son, Pete Wilson is running
"Please answer the questions the way I ask them," too. Pete Wilson, you know, the guy who was almost
she said, in a less than friendly tone.
impeached a few years back? Yeah, that Pete Wilson,
"I guess I can’t," I said. "Given the choice today, I the one who keeps changing his mind, and breaking
wouldn’t vote for any of these people."
promises whenever it suits his needs.
After I hung up. I started thinking seriously about
No, I don’t think so.
the prospect of not voting in the next election. Thank
There are lots of others, like Pat Buchanan, and
God the elections are not tomorrow, since "none of even though he ran a close third in Iowa, I don’t
the above" is the only choice I feel comfortable with think he’s any real threat. The rest of the pack just
at this stage of the game.
seem to be spinning their wheels, against the real conIt’s not that there aren’t a lot of choicesit’s just
tenders.
that there are not a lot of good choices. I’m talking
I have really tried to look objectively at these peoabout quality choices, someone you can really get pie, but when you hear what they say, and then watch
behind and support.
what they do, it’s pretty scary.
President Clinton (and I hate to say this, because I
So, that leaves Colin Powell. He’s out in the.wings,
believed this man’s campaign promises) is out of the taking notes, so we know he is definitely thinking
question. Hillary maybe, but not Bill.
about running. He has not declared yet, but he is
I voted for Bill Clinton in 1992 because he stood already a popular alternative, according to the polls.
for change. He changed things all right. He’s The release of his new autobiography, "My American
changed his mind on almost every issue in his cam- Journey," will give us the opportunity to find out
paign. He is two years into his term and is still trying where he stands on the issues. He says he is not a
to get it right. When it comes to tough decisions, politician (so far so good), and he has impressive creespecially on foreign policy, Bill Clinton just cannot dentials. He was the former National Security Adviser
deliver.
to the President of the United States and then
I say, "Free Willy."
Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff. Powell is
Senator Phil Gramm is running on the
commanding, confident, and articulate. He’s
Republican side. But anyone who honestly thinks
a two-tour Vietnam vet and appears to be a
that Phil Gramm stands for anything other than
devoted husband and father.
the advancement of Phil Gramm had better
In a recent Newsweek article he said
check this guy out.
that if he runs, he’ll be a candidate for
He is already on the hot seat with the Ethics
the "sensible center." Within the next
Committee, and may be in line to be discicouple of weeks, we’ll be seeing a lot of
plined for possible funneling of an illegally
Cohn Powell. He’ll be on his own camlarge amount of national-party money to
paign trail, promoting his book and
Bob Packwood’s re-election campaign.
doing interviews. I’m looking forHis first wife divorced him in 1969, citward to what he has to say. Who
ing "excesses and cruel treatment." So
knows? If he does decide to run,
much for family values. Besides, anyone
there might be one good choice
who would want Packwood re-elected
after all.
to the Senate is no one I would want in
the White House,
Senator Bob Dole, one of the last of
Loretta McCarty is a
the old timers, is a candidate. This isn’t
Spartan Daily
the first time for Dole; since 1976 he
Staff Writer
has lost three national campaigns, so

Attention,
Artists!

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
Campus
the
Editor
or
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorial’ are wrkten by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editor’, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.
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School of Art Sc Design
Student Galleries Art
Receptions rip in.-8p.m. Art
Bldg. & Industrial Studies
Bldg. Call 924-4330.

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
Asian Student Union
Fourth Officer’s Meetir4,
6:30p.m. 429 S. 9th St. Call
297-1466.
Career Center
Marketing Your Engineering
Degree 12:30p.m.
Engineering Bldg. Rm. 189.
Call 924-603.
Caeer Center
Interview Preperation for
Teachers 1:30p.m. Student
Union, Umunuhum Rm. Call
924-6033.
Career Center
Careers That Soar Options in
Aviation 4:30p.m. Student
Union, Almaden Rm. Call 924
6033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Lunchtime Bible Study
12:30p.m.-1:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco Rm. Call 9381610.
Chicano Commencement ’96
First Meeting 6:30p.m.
Walquist library North, 3Rd.
Floor, Chicano Resource
Center, Call 293.6029.

Ski Sc Snowboard Club
Meeting - New ski trip to
Jackson Hole, 7p.m. Student
Union, Umunhum Rm. Call
924-8225.

English Conversation Group
International Students
Practice Speaking English
lp.m.-3p.m., Administration
Bldg. Rm. 269. Call 274-4741).

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Tango Lesson & Open
Dancing 7:30-9:30p.m. Event
Center, Aerobics kin. Call 2875916.

Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Workshop 7p.m.7:30p.m., Music Bldg. Rm.
186. Call 292-6230,

Student California Teachers
Association
Committee Meeting
.m. Sweeney
12:30p.m.-1:
Hall Rm. 332 RDC) Call
(415) 345-6046.

RSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., Prime Audio Soup
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztalan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale, donations
also welcome 10am.-2p.m.,
Donations & Sales Unit,
Walquist Library North, Rm.
408 & Clark Lobby, Call 9242705.

Shooters chic
in the New West

Buheer-Lytton English Society
Weekly meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices km. 1014
Call 7’73-8469.

School of Art Sc Design
Tuesday Night Lecture Series:
Jason Micidlestaixik on being
an :mist from Ca. in N.Y.,
5p.m.-6p.m., Art Bldg. Rm.
133. Call 924-4328.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Discussion 7:30p.m.-9p in.
John MUD Center, 5th and
San Fernando. Call 938-1610.

Law making concealed weapons OK
creates demand for fancy holsters

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12110on1p.m., From the Right 5p.ni.6p.m., A Race for the Times
6p.m.-7p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Bible Study 10p.m.-11p.m.
Call 955-4831.

PHOENIX (AP) - In the Old
West, a man wore his six-shooter
on his hip for all the world to see.
Nowadays, many men and
women prefer to go armed discreetly, and they’re finding ways to
pack a piece in style.
In the New West there are purses with quick-draw gun compartments, holsters disguised as neonhued fanny packs, even a phony
executive organizer that can hide
any one of more than 80 makes of
guns.
A flood of products for chic
shooters has hit the market in the
year since Arizona made it legal
for the first time for ordinary citizens to carry concealed weapons.
Jim Eden, who decided to start
packing a couple of months ago
after a bullet whizzed over his
head while he was on his way to a
business meeting, picked up an
Anytimer.
The $100 holster looks like one
of those executive organizer notebooks. Inside is a foam-padded
compartment for a gun.
"I think it’s a gentlemen’s way
not to be belligerent or outrageous about iii r ving a gun," says
the 62-year-old president of a
chemical conipa: IN. "It’s something
you can carry INN% here with you."
In the best frontier tradition, it
has always been legal in Arizona to
carry a gun as long as it is worn in
plain sight. While it isn’t an everyday thing, the sight of someone
with a holstered sidearm doesn’t
raise many eyebrows here.
Since the concealed gun law
took effect in October 1994,
30,000 people have taken the
required firearms safety course

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible Study 7p.m.
First Immanuel Lutheran
Church on 3rd St. Call 9248031.
Okinawan Shorin RYU Karate
Club
Workout I :30p.m.-3:00p.m.
Spartan Complex West Rm.
202. Call 924-8977.
Sigusa lambda Mu
hiformatiosial 3p.m.
Student Union Almaden room
Call 295-6754.

WEDNESDAY

Pre-Law Society
Recruiting New Members
Span. Hugh Gills Hall Rm.
225. Call 985-9713.

American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
BBQ Free for freshmen and
sophomore civil engineering
11:30a.m.-I p.m.
students
Engineering Bldg. Ron. 150
Call 924-3865.

Re-Entry Advisory Program
Re-Entry Support Group
12noon-1p.m. Administration
Bldg. Rm. 269. Call 9245960.

A.S. Program Board
Concert- Noah Stone 12noon
Spartan University Amphitheater. Call 9246261.

Sikh Student Association
General Meeting 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Molitaho Rm.
Call 270-9331
SJSU Fantasy and Strategy
Club
Open RPG Gaming 5p.m.10p.m .
Student
Union,
COStal loan kin.
Call 924-7097.

Sparta Guide is free!!! And available to students, faculty tir staff associations. Deadline is 5pin two days before publication. Forms available at DWI 2n9. Entries
may be edited tel allow for space restrictions. Please print clearly and fill out a seperate slip for each day the event will take place.

Man with AIDS finds humor in his own misfortune
BALTIMORE (AP) - Jon
Eikenberg’s comic strip isn’t
always funny. Instead of a gentle
tickle, it can feel like a fist to the
stomach.
The artist’s cartoon, "The
Endearing End of Emmett..." is
about a tender subject: falling victim to the ravages of AIDS.
"Emmett thinks having AIDS is
really cool," Eikenberg writes in
the preface to one strip.
"It can be superfun as well as
very dramatic, if you’re so
inclined - and with so many
wonderful ways to die, the possibilities are endless. Wouldn’t it
be exciting if you could choose
how? Surely, most people would
secretly like to go out with a big
bang."
The comic strip is distributed
to a handful of gay and alternative newspapers. It’s Eikenberg’s
big bang.
Dancing on the edge of propriety, and with a blunt humor
that can leave readers uneasy,
End
of
Endearing
"The
Emmett..." is Eikenberg’s way of
documenting and dealing with
his own death. He was diagnosed
with AIDS in Novembei.

Ai
The experience of having a terminal illness is
universal. It dosen’t have to be AIDS.
Jon Eikenberg
Cartoonist

If
Despite his disease, Eikenherg
looks robust, younger than his 38
years. His muscular build gives
him an intimidating presence.
His conversation is infused
with dry wit. "If I didn’t have
AIDS I could seduce you right
now," he deadpans to a reporter
sitting across front him in his studio. "Just kidding," he adds.
The off-putting Eikenberg is a
classically trained painter and
illustrator with degrees from the
Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts and the Philadelphia
College of Art. He had never
tried cartooning until he started
drawing Emmett last year.
Now he calls it his best art. And

his therapy. "It’s a way to shake
off that bogyman," he says.
Eikenberg’s isn’t the first cartoon to deal with AIDS.
Other artists, including some
with the disease, have created
animated films and strips. One
California comic book company,
Image Comics, even had one of
its superheroes die of AIDS.
Shadowhawk, a district attorney
turned vigilante, contracted the
disease when crooks injected him
with AIDS-tainted blood. He died
in May.
Eikenberg’s strip features the
day-to-day travails of Emmett, a
pseudonym for Eikenberg.
Otte strip deals with his battle

3

AIDS."
Despite the growing audience
there is the inevitable question of
propriety. How could someone
- even someone with AIDS be flippant about such a terrible
disease?
Eikenberg"s answer is prompt.
He’s sorry if he offends anyone,
he saws, but the fact is he has
AIDS. He has watched many of
his friends die from it. He
believes that gives him some
right to poke fun if it helps him
cope.
Ask Millie Eikenberg if her
son’s strip is funny and she’ll
pause.
She has watched her son nurse
friends in their final hours,
accompanied him to the doctor,
and has pi mimed her son to
ciun iim his final wish - that he
not Inigti us liiiIii scline to go.
-1 lint look at ii as being
Its more
hum% at all," she vi’
poignant to me Mari funny."
Some of her son strips have a
place of honor on her refrigerator.
"It’s only hard because it’s
such a forbidden subject," she
says.

to keep up his weight, others
about fear of losing his hair
because of AIDS-related infections. And readers share his
experience on the day he
learrred his nnimme system had
faded.
"Emmett has a ’spot’ on his
hip that won’t go away,"
Eikenberg begins one strip dealing with Kaposi’s sarcoma, a cancer often associated with AIDS
that causes lesions on the skin.
Kaposi’s is such a creepy
thought. He was Italian, rightr"
he pens above a steaming plate
of spaghetti and meatballs.
It is im unfortunate fact that an
increasing number of people
know just what Eikenberg is talking about. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention Atlanta, more than
441,000 cases of AIDS have been
reported in the United States
and the number continues to
grow,
But Eikenberg doesn’t see his
audience as being limited to people with AIDS.
"The evil ience of having a
vs is universal," he
terminal
says. "It ii.. silt have to he

and picked up a permit from the
state.
Many of them are toting their
guns in specially made fanny
packs. The $60 packs come in
leather or a range of colors including neon pink.
In the scorching desert summer,
it beats wearing a jacket to hide
that shoulder holster, says Drew
Nolan, an assistant manager at the
Shooters World gun shop.
Papago Concealment Systems of
Scottsdale has sold about 150 of its
Anytimers since putting them on
the market a few months ago, says
the product’s designer, Daniel
Tschudy. For the executive who’s
loaded for bear, there are also
briefcases and purses with quickzipper side pockets for guns.
If you wear a three-piece suit,
you’re obviously not going to use a
fanny pack," Nolan says.
Less elaborate holsters with elastic bands are designed to tuck a
pistol inside the shirt, at the ankle
or even on the thigh under a skirt
Lt. Tom Clinkenbeard, who
heads the Department of Public
Safety division that administers the
concealed weapon law, uses the
fanny pack himself but notes that
its growing popularity means a lot
of people can spot it for a holster.
"If you’re familiar with some of
the different models, the trained
eye could pretty well tell if the
fanny pack is designed to carry a
weapon," he said.
Nolan says the drawstring sticking out the top is a dead giveaway.
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Disputed van Goghs displayed as authentic
Art establishment
rejects fakes
PARIS (AP) - Even though
they were rejected as fakes by the
art establishment, six drawings of
well-known Arles landmarks are to
go on display this month as
authentic works of Vincent vim
Slightly yellowed by time, the
&Ek
charcoal and black chalk drawings
depicting familiar landmarks in
Arles surfaced three years ago in
an antique shop outside that
southern city and were bought for
a song.
"They were on the floor, fanned
out because the frame was too
Francesco
small,"
recalled
Plateroti, the Italian collector who
purchased the drawings for 400
francs (about $80). "The signature, Vincent, wasn’t visible."
Plateroti believes the drawings
once decorated van Gogh’s room
and surmises they vanished after
the artist went into the hospital.
He died in 1890.
"The drawings probably were
put into a drawer, and forgotten
when his room was cleaned out,"
Plateroti said.
"Obvious fakes," sniffed the Van
Gogh Museum in Amsterdam
when the story broke in 1992. For
the Orsay Museum of 19th
Century Art in Paris, the drawings
were "childish."

that did not deter Manion,
who gave up his business dealings
in real estate and tourism to work
full time on proving that the drawings are the real McCoy.
He plunged himself into van
with
correspondence
Gogh’s
brother Theo, and discovered
dozens of references to the drawings and to the faces of lists such
as Gauguin and Petrat h which he
camouflaged behind the bucolic
scenes.
X-rays of "Le Chateau de
Tarascon," and "Le Pont de
Gleizes" reveal outlines of van
Gogh’s self-portraits worked into
the drawings. Today, however, they
are practically invisible to the
naked eye.
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lie said lit di ies 111,1 know how
much the di awings are worth
because they are not for sale. He
charges $10,000 for a two-week
show.
"I have a police expertise
authenticating the drawings," he
said. "Now its up to somebody else
to prove they’re fakes. Perhaps we
should ask the museums why
they’re not interested in my
research."
The Van Gogh Museum told
The Associated Press it had not
changed its position.
"We think that the drawings are
not real. but Mr. Plateroti can do
what he wants with them," spokeswoman Rianne Norhart said in a
telephone interview.

Sunsh an Graphics (Ala Auftrais Ayr Unit C San Sose C.a 504
Sunshine Graphics

43255 Mission Blvd Fremont. Ca 14539

iv analyzed the
Pi di.
pap,: ii vs lin h the drawings were
executed and the art materials
used. This also scrutinized the
subject matter and themes, the use
of perspective and the artist’s techThe report concluded that there
was "no :mat hronism between the
materials, technique and subjects
and their attribution to Vincent
van Gogh.
"In fact, an ensemble of elements of this sort can not be the
result of chance and leads us to
authenticate these drawings as by
the hand of Vincent van Gogh,’
the report said.
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Millions of Asian children forced into labor
SN1)NE1; Australia (AP)
More than 100 million Asian children are forced to work in
appalling conditions to make colt
sumer products for Wester ii
nations, an Australiaii group
charged Monday.
The Anti-Slavery Society said
between 104 million and 146 million children, most in India, aremaking Car parts, jewelry, clothing.
toys, food, fireworks, chemicals
and other goods in sweatshops.
"The punishments meted out to
these children by their owners defy
description," said Paul Bravenderfor
the
spokesman
Coyle,
Melbourne-based group. "They
have been burned, branded with
red-hot irons, starved, whipped.
chained up, raped and kept locked
in cupboards for days on end."
The society estimates that
between 73 million and 115 million children are working in India
alone.

di
In most of these sweatshops, children are forced to eat,
sleep and work in the same stuffy over-crowded room.
Paul Bravender-Coyle
Anti -slavery Society spokesman

PI
Other nations cited by the
group as tolerating forced child
labor were Nepal, Bangladesh,
China,
Indonesia,
Pakistan,
Thailand, the Philippines and Sri
Lanka.
The group’s London affiliate
counts 500,000 child slaves in
Pakistan, 300,000 in India and
110,000 in Nepal in the carpet
industry alone. The number of
children slaving in other industries
is unknown.

Children geneiallv work from 6
am, to midnight, have no regular
meal breaks and are beaten for
spending longer than three minutes in stench -ridden toilets.
Bravender-Coyle said.
"In most of these sweatshops,
children are forced to eat, sleep
and work in the same stuffy, overcrowded room," Bravender-Coyle
said. Doors and windows are
locked or barred to prevent
escape, he said.

The society did not disc lose the
names of companies its investigations link to goods made by
exploited children. BravenderCov le said many companies are
unaware how their overseas products are manufactured, and often
cancel contracts when provided
with evidence of child exploitation.
Western countries receiving
goods made by children include
United States, Canada,
the
Australia and all members of the
European Union.
Prime
Indian
Last week,
Minister P.V. Narashimha Rao
announced plans to remove 2 million children "from hazardous
occupations" by the year 2000.
India now requires that children
be paid the same as adults, taking
:ma% the biggest incentive for
emplciing children.
Indonesian officials maintain no
country has the right to criticize

othei s on child labor, since it is
prevalent in all countries including
the United States.
Indonesia allows poor children
under age 14 to work four hours a
day in jobs that are not dangerous.
Despite programs to eradicate
child labor, government statistics
show that 2.4 million Indonesian
children between 10 and 14 years
of age work.
In Bangladesh, garment manufacturers have an accord with
UNICEF to end child labor by
September 1997. Bangladesh’s garment industry is the country’s
largest foreign exchange earner,
employing thousands of children
under 14 and exporting $2 billion
of garments a year to the United
States.
The manufacturers say only
10,000 of the country’s 1 million
workers are children, but volunteer agencies say the number is
much higher.
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Experimental approach gets bad grades
Minority
contracts
questioned
An
LON \ NC& LES (AP)
experimental program to bring
minoritycontracts
to
government
owned companies did just a fraction of what it was intended to do
before funding dried up, according to a draft audit.
The Clinton administration last
year gave $3.2 million to the

Cordoba Corp. to run the Minority
Enterprise Growth Assistance
Center. Its goals were to help 422
firms throughout the West get
$14.4 million in government and
private sector contracts and $3.2
million in private financing in its
first six months.
However, an audit by the
Inspector General’s Office for the
U.S. Department of Commerce,
reported Monday by the Daily
News of Los Angeles found the
center wanting in several areas. It
said:
The Mega Center only served
177 clients, or 42 percent of its

contract-set goal;
The center lined up just
$234,577 in financing for companies, 7 percent of its goal;
center obtained just
The
$387,000 in contracts for its clients,
or just 3 percent of its goal;
Although Cordoba’s award
calls for it to serve a seven-state
area, only one client was from outside California during the first six
months. Moreover, 174 of the 177
clients were in the Los Angeles
area.
"Clearly, the multistate service
delivery concept has not been
achieved," the audit said.

Southern California, he said.
"That (program) is totally
turned around. he said.
Pla said he was forced to close
the Mega Center in downtown Los
Angeles on Judy 20 because of
uncertainties about Congress’ continued funding.
"These are the kinds of programs we need to identify and
weed out to get the best bang for
the buck for taxpayers," Rep.
Richard Chrysler, R-Michigan, said
in Washington.

Cordoba President George Pla
defended the program, noting that
the federal audit only looked at
the first six months, not dic fuill
year it was in operation It cull July
1994 to June 1995.
"It has beet) extremely tilICt
ful," Pla said. "We did everything
we were set up to do. A whole lot
of people have received help
because of it."
Pla said that for the entire year,
the Mega Center helped more
than 400 businesses get $43 million in contracts and put together
$53 million in financial packaging.
Most of the clients happen to be in
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Nabisco relocation may
be due to discrimination
Employees claim gender harassment
Al’
OXNARD, Calif.
Female factory workers vdio
Nabisco Foods engaged in ses discrimination by restricting womeii’s
bathroom breaks contend the
company llecided to shut down
key local operations in retaliation
for their claims.
Lawyers representing dozens of
current and former workers said
they have sent retaliation complaints to the federal Equal
Opportunity
Employment
requesting
an
Commission,
inquiry.
Last year, seasonal workers complained to the commission, saying
Nabisco managers restricted bathroom privileges for women, while
letting men take a break at any
time, according to documents
obtained by the Los Angeles
Times.
Commission District Director
Dorothyl Porter found evidence
of sex discrimination among the
more than 30 complaints filed.
Nabisco representatives denied
that such discrimination occurred,
and are scheduled to meet with
employees this week at the corn-

mission’s behest.
Nabisco representatives also say
the retaliation claims on behalf of
workers at the 3rd Street factor are
baseless.
Company officials told the
Times that they plan to sell the
Oxnard plant and its line of
Ortega Mexican foods and shift
local bottling of A-1 Steak Sauce
and Grey Poupon mustard to
Maryland. About 100 local jobs will
be lost.
Caroline Fee, a spokeswoman at
Nabisco headquarters in New
Jersey. "It has been in the works
for a long time ... more than a couple of years."
The employees’ lawyers think
otherwise.
"We are very disturbed that after
women at Nabisco’s Oxnard plant
complained about terrible working conditions, Nabisco’s next
major announcement with respect
to those workers ... was to put
them out of work," said lead attorney Paul Strauss, with the Chicago’
based law firm of Davis, Miner,
Barnhill & Galland.

Apple Valley sued
over disabled complex
APPLE. VALLEY Cold (API
San Be r 1, rdino
This
County. city which welcomes
visitors with a sign proclaiming
is
"A Better Way of Life"
now embroiled in a conflict
Justice
the
U.S.
with
Department over an apartmentally
ment complex for the
disabled.
The department has sued
the city for refusing to allow
the complex, which would
house 22 residents. The government says denying the project is a violation of the federal
Fair Housing Act, which prohibits discrimination against
people because of their handicaps.
The city says putting too
many mentally disabled people
in one area is an "over-concentration," and contends the
complex is a commercial
enterprise inappropriate to a
residential area.
The facility, High Desert
Residential Care, already provides room and board for six
mentally disabled adults in a
neighborhood of apartments.
It sought city approval in 1991
for a larger group home, and
was denied.
When co-owners Patrick
Barris and Tharmaple Davis

appealed, the U.S. Attorney’s
office filed suit in April 1994.
The government offered to
settle the case later that year if
the city approved the facility
and paid $350,000 in damages
for Barris and Davis, plus
$50,000 in damages to the government. The city counter
offered with a 810,000 settlement, but was refused, Barris
said.
Located 80 miles northeast
of Los Angeles, Apple Valley is
home to Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans and once was a favorite
haunt for other celebrities.
Today, it has a population of
52,000 and remains primarily a
bedroom community.
Duane Van Ess, who owns
two duplexes next to the facility, admits that before Barris
and Davis bought the adjoining property, it stood empty
and attracted transients and
motorcycle gang_ members.
But after the first six mentally disabled residents moved in,
there was trouble, Van Ess said.
Some of the residents "sit out
on the driveway and make
passes" at female tenants, he
argued.
"There should be at least
300 feet of buffer between
them and me," he said.

’Super’ germs stump hospitals
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
Hospitals across the country are
beginning to restrict the use of
their most potent antibiotics
and isolate their sickest patients
to try to stop the evolution of
germs that
"super bugs"
resist all known drugs.
Of special ( oncerit is the
emergence of cc sktai ccc o vancomyciii, an minimal( thal is
the sole remainiiig weapon
against some of the most lethal
microbes.
The spread of drug-resistant
germs is the No.
1 topic among
the 12,000 infectious-disease
experts at this
week’s
Interscience
Conference: on
Antimicrobial
and
Agents
Chemotherapy,
by
sponsored
American
the
for
Society,
Microbiology.
"We really are running out of
therapeutic options for common diseases, said Dr. Michael
Scheid, the conference’s program chairman.
For patients, the rise of drugresistant germs means that the
medicine they gel for their
infection mas ilia make them
better. Often, this is little more
than an inconvenience. More
than 100 antibiotics are now on
the market, and if one fails to
work, doctors can always switch
to another.
However, many fear the time
is growing near when there will
be no alternative antibiotic to
turn to.
Since people are most likely
to catch antibiotic-resistant
germs in hospitals, many are
developing strategies to control

(Ia Ii spr ea.’.

Some hospitals, for example,
are experimenting with limiting
doctors’ ability to prescribe vancomycin, since indiscriminate
use of the medicine is likely to
speed tip the evolution of resistant bilgs.
\lre.uly. some strains of a relatill Is liar rilless, form ol
teria
called Enterococcus faec i um are
resistant to all antibiotics.
Occasionally, these germs cause
lethal bloodstream infections.
However, they are usually a dan-

id

We really are running out of therapeutic
options for common diseases.

Open N11(
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its plasmid to Staphylococcus
atireus, making it impervious to
the last weapon against it.
"The worst fear we have has
not happened yet, but there is
no guarantee it won’t," said Dr.
Clyde Thornsberry, director of
MRL Pharmaceutical Services in
Franklin, Tenn., which monitors
antibiotic resistance worldwide.
Resistant bugs are most likely
to afflict the sickest patients,
such as those in intensive care
units and cancer wards. Several
reports on efforts to stop the
of
spread
vancomycinresistant
enterococci
these
to
patients
prewere
sented
Monday.
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Typically,
hospitals are
attempting
to identify
patients who already carry resistant enterococci when they are
admitted so they can be put in
private rooms or otherwise separated from other patients.
Some hospitals are requiring
stricter use of gloves and gowns
when seeing patients. Some separate their staffs, so nurses
exclusively see only patients with
or without the resistant bacteria.
At a hospital affiliated with
New York Medical College,
where several controls were
started in the cancer unit, the
number of new exposures to
vancoymycin-resistant enterococci was cut in half. Dr. Marisa
Montecalvo, who presented the
findings, said infection control
specialists worked with cancer
doctors to get them to reduce
the use of vancomycin.

Program chairman

77

ger to only the sickest patients,
whose immune systems are
already weakened.
Far more dangerous is an
extremely common hospitalcalled
bug
spread
Staphylococcus aureus. This
germ is the leading cause of
wound infections after surgery
and often causes pneumonia
and bloodstream infections.
Unlike enterococcal infections, which often get better
without treatment, this staph
germ can be fatal unless killed
with drugs. And often, the only
medicine that will control it is
vancomycin, which has been on
the market since the 1960s.
The enterococci carry their
vancomycin-thwarting ability on
tiny loops of genetic material
called plasmids. Experts fear
that one of these bugs will pass

Smut peddlers prevail against criminal charges
LikS VEGAS (AP)
The county’s battle to rid Strip sidewalks of
smut peddlers is faltering in the
wake of several judges’ decisions to
throw out criminal charges against
individual distributors.
Attorney Peter Flangas said the
dismissals were a direct result of a
district judge’s advisory opinion
that ads published in four smut
pamphlets don’t violate a county
ordinance against advertising legal
houses of prostitution in neighboring counties.
On Friday, Pro Tempore Justice
of the Peace Toni Leen booted a
misdemeanor charge against Paul
Lovato, who was cited July 8 for
handing unit publications that
advertised Madame Butterfly’s
Bath and Massage Salon in Nye
County.
Police contend that Madame
Butterfly’s provides prostitution
referral services for the nearby
Mable’s Whore House and Cherry

,ur Mc

Dr. Michael Scheid

Patch brothels.
The advertisement. however,
doesn’t mention the brothel service and it isn’t until a person calls
the telephone number that the
brothel information becomes available.
District Judge Gene Porter said
that connection isn’t enough to
justify criminal charges in Clark
County.
Porter’s ruling on Sept. 11
ended a lawsuit that sought an
tion prohibiting Metro
Poll( e officers from citing smut
peddlers on the questioned ordinance. The lawsuit filed by Flangas
on behalf of Duke Advertising Inc.,
not only challenged the constitutionality or the law but asked for a
decision about the legality of an ad
for Madame Butterfly’s Bath and
Massage Salon in Nye County.
Metro attorney Walt Cannon
agreed last week that the ad doesn t mention prostitution services,

bill %hen the telephone number is
called brothel services are promoted.
Porter said that because a second overt act was required to learn
about the prostitution services, the
ad didn’t come under the law.
Porter has upheld the constitutionality of a law making it illegal
in Clark County to advertise brothels located in adjoining counties,
where prostitution is legal.
But he said it didn’t appear that
either the publisher of four smut
pamphlets being handed out on
the Strip or the sidewalk distributors have violated the law.
Whether those citations should
result in misdemeanor convictions
actually is tip to Municipal Court
judges or county justices of the
peace.
Le-en noted, however, that since
Porter’s District Court is higher
than a Justice Court, the advisory
verdict ’should be followed.
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IFIC CAR WASH, INC.
- Now eci"inmeIil

L
SERVICE CAR WASH
V,’,111, Wax, & Tire Dressing
0 n I v $ 7 . 9 5
Opt ii Nlon. to Sat. 8:30 to 6:00
th Si . San Jose. CA 95112 (408) 293-3128

Don’t Trash it!
CASH IT!
Get Cash Back for
Your Used Books and
CD’s

SAN PEDRO
MARKET

1. Wings

*

2. New Tung Kee

FIRST Si.

SECOND Si.3. Subway
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THIRD Si.

Sell
Trade

_A.... 4. ABCD Exchange
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FOURTH Si

X

5. Recycle Bookstore

FIFTH Si

6. Shark & Rose

SIXTH Si.

..A...*

SEVENTH Si.

250 Drafts
r\

Thursday 9-11 pm
69 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose
(408) 287-6969

jlIC"
8. Uni-page

EIGHTH ST

Mon - Fri - 10 am - 9 pm
Saturday - 10 am -7 pm
Sundays - 12 pm - 7pm
138 F. Santa Clara St.
I Between 3rd & 4th)

NINTH Si.
TENTH Si,

*

ELEVENTH Si.

*

Downt(iWn San Jose

0

286-6275

u .

I !,,ur Monday thru Friday 4:30 - 6:30 pm

A A

w >

-AMES

STUDENT - TEACHER
DISCOUNTS

7. Pacific Carwash

i

4-v,Recycle
PM Book Store

4

CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Schechuan
Box Lunches To Go

Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

tra ;if=

"ix
IN W
131 E. Jackson
Street
ie
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPEN DAILY
294-3303 or 998-9427
11:30 - 9:00 pm

iNitiitiEekreit
Imv
’RINGPADKEE
W
PECIAL:
THAI NOODLE
Rice Stick
Noodle Soup

/.1-"*.
-=-ls

e 206
SJSU
10/31/95

MOW FOR THE ’MASSES’
EVERYTHING FROM RAP TO REGGAE

Great Selection
of
New & Used
CD’s!

Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

1
IFIFtEE
any inch
and a

BUY

buy
sonctw,ch
medium drink get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE
discount on balk
fry our free deliver.

475 E Scv,
fox

Santa Clara St.
481 East Calaveras Blvd.
to Lucky’s)
(Inside Milipitas Town Center)

9-8688
yi to 9:00 PM

263-8288

9:00 AM to 9:30 PM

EXCHANGE

109 E Santa Clara
Between 3rd & 4th
294-0345

GET

cAor
sale

’a:.

good
Doot.
"

.1.

.r

min)
s Sr
:88.5676

combo and an promdeassai
.knd pab subs Isa mcluslad
0/26/95

11

I
I,

5

a--
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Teamwork emphasied,
even during celebration

Rainbow’s
dampen
Spartans
Its

Charlene

By Danielle Costa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The National Collegiate Athletic
Association laid down some new
ground rules this season for football players. The NCAA calls it, "A
celebration of teamwork."
It states that when a player
makes a great play, he should look
for his teammates and share the
excitement of the play together.
Players should not draw attention
to themselves.
If violated, it will cost the team
15 yards. These actions include
removal of a player’s helmet.
taunting the opposing team, or
any "excessive or prolonged act by
which a player attempts to focus
attention upon himself".
Roger Theder, SJSU offensive
coordinator and quarterback
coach, believes the rule was necessary because some players were
getting out of control.
"1 agree that a kid should be
able to show his jubilation.... But
then these guys start jumping
around ... and putting all their
emphasis on themselves," Theder
said. 1 think the intent of the rule
was that the emphasis should be
on the team."
According to the NCAA, the
purpose of the rule is not to stop
the act of celebrating, but to make
it a train celebration. Brian Roche,
senior tight end, feels in one way
the new ruling might be good
because it is a team sport.
However, he also feels that administrators might be putting a
damper on an outstanding player.
"A lot of times it’s not just the
team that makes a great play, but
sometimes an individual does

Cook

*rive Da& Stall Writer

The No. 2 ranked Linveisit, it Hawaii
brought it s own cheering sek tion to
Thursday night’s game, sporting banners that
read "kill" and "win." Over 500 fans watched
the Rainbow Wahines defeat the Spartan volleyball team in its home-opener at Spartan
(.;vm.
The home court advantage was nearly
absent that night, but the determination was
with both teams.
The first game was won by the Spartans
I
. 11R -hiding a victorious ace by Melina
&WIC/
I he next three games were not as
triumphant with Hawaii comfortably winning
with 15-6,15-6,15-7.
Even when the score started slipping, the
team’s moral and encouragement from the
crowd stayed high. Three aces, two of them
back to back, from Rachel Wulff sent the
crowd into hysterics.
Her serves were deep and gave the impression, that they ma be long. Hawaii watched
the ball %sin past their heads three times only
to see the serves Kuck in.
This gave hope to home fans, that a comeback was possible. Several intense rallies
showed neither team was backing down, and
left the crowd screaming for more. Often
when SISLI thought they had a point won,
Hawaii’s excellent defense would make a sudden dig and keep the ball in play.
Hawaii’s head coach. Dave Shoji said, "Our
defense is very good and it helped turn the
game around after our first loss."
The Spartans have a match against Cal
Tuesday. Spartan middle blocker Brookiones
said, 1 focus on one game at a time. Tonight
it was Hawaii and on Tuesday I’ll focus on
Berkeley."
SJSU head coach, Craig Choate, said,
"There was is real good effort and we did well,
especially with three freshman on the team.
Our passing let down, but with that kind of
effort we can win lots of matches."

free seminars*

SMRI Vs I) sirs

Spartan outside hitter Paola Paz-Soldan reaches for the ball during the second
set of SJSU’s loss to the University of Hawaii on Thursday at Spartan Gym.

Grad Schooi

INTRamuRaL Slut
Fall ’95

Volleyball

Flag Football

season dates:
Oct 2

Medical School

season dates:

Nov 3

,

sign-up:

Business
JSchool

Aug 30

sign-up:
, 1
rosulmoreAug 30 Sept 22
/414 divisions:

Sept. 22

divisions.

1
and learn how to
overcome these hurdles:

Oct. 2- Nov. 10

men’s
IFC
,women
/ coed

Lmen’s
IFC
omen
coed

TUESDAY:
soccer vs. Fresno at Spartan Stadium, 7 p.m.

FRIDAY:
Women’s volleyball vs UC Berkeley. 7 p.m
MI Women’s soccer at CS Los Angeles, 5 p.m.
SATURDAY:
Football at UC Berkeley, 12:30 p.m.
Women’s volleyball at Utah State. 5 p.m.
Women’s cross country, Santa Clara Invitational,
a.m.

Belmont 10

SUNDAY:
III Men’s soccer, Umbro /SJSU soccer classic at Spartan
Stadium, all day.
Women’s soccer at UC Santa Barbara, 11 a.m.

Entrance Exams Interviews
Applications
Essays
StAve

itiA

ctf yt.ltit 1-locutiy Ntto,ls

1Saturday, Sept. 30 at San Jose Slate

With

litlIte coop’s yo"

16 02. shampoo cosl
,:es 8 oz. bottle Of.CONClitionee fr,t,
OR
...take 10% off any procliAct in the
store
(sole items escl.decl)
Iluy arty

Space is limited!
Call today to reserve
your seat

R

III Women’s volleyball vs. Cal at Spartan Gym, 7.30 p.m.
II Women’s

Law Schooli

.

stand out," Roche said. "It’s
because of his performance only,
that he made the play."
Roche said the rule might be
going too far. He doesn’t think it’s
wrong to do some of the things the
NCAA feels is unnecessary.
1 don’t see anything wrong with
taking off your helmet after a
touchdown and showing the fans
your appreciation for them for
being there," Roche said.
A video put out by the NCAA for
coaches and players showed examples of what is considered a violation and what is acceptable. It is up
to the officials to decide whether a
player is in violation. Tom Sotelo,
senior defensive tackle, said it is a
good rule if used correctly.
"I think the officials need to use
their judgment," Sotelo said, "and
decide whether (a player) is doing
it to taunt the team or just doing it
out of reaction."
But for players who really get
into the game, some can find it difficult to curb their emotions.
Sotelo said players are becoming
more cautious about it.
"You think about it every time
you make a play." he said. "I’ve
watched a lot of games on TV, and
I haven’t seen very many celebrations so I think it’s made an affect
already."
Spartan coaches have told the
players that it is better to be safe
and not do anything after an outstanding play.
"We tell the players, when you
score a touchdown, walk over and
hand the official the ball," Theder
said. "Our feeling is let’s not get
into a situation where the official
has to make that decision."

Si’. RTA N SPORTS CA I.1.N
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Come to one of our
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Sporten Doily Staff Report

The SJSU women’s golf team finished
in a second place tie with Arizona State at
the Rolex Fall Preview tournament in La
Quinta, Sunday.
The Spartans are ranked No. 1 in the
Go1PNeek preseason poll. They finished
with a total score of 890 for 54 holes on
the par 72, 6087 yard course.
SJSU junior Janice Moodie led the
Spartans in their first tournament of the

season. Moodie finished tied for fifth in
the 19-team, 96 player field with a threeover par 219.
Sophomore Cecelia Afzelius-Alm finished seventh for the Spartans with a
score of 220. Senior Vibeke Stensrud was
16th at 224, Monica Stratton 29th at 228,
and Ji-Yun Lee tied for 70th at 241.
Host UCLA led from start to finish,
winning the tournament by 11 shots over
the second place teams. The Bruins had
an 879 team score.
SJSU returns to action Oct. 10-12, at
the Edean Ihlanfeldt Invitational hosted
by the University of Washington.

Cross country
finishes 13th
Competing against top-lit ranked
teams the San Jose State University
women’s cross country team finished
13th in the UC Irvine Invitational in
Irvine on Saturday.
SJSU junior Sarah Iley was the team’s
top runner who finished the 5,000 meter
course in a time of 20 minutes 23 seconds. The top five SJSU runners were
sophomore Lina Hoffman, freshman
Carol Burns, senior Leslie Asbury and

junior Lu MullSOUJARLS.
"The team is improving gradually,"
said head coach Angie Argabright. "We
are slowly inching our way to the top of
(the) conference."
Fifteen teams competed and Arkansas
State, the No. I ranked team, took fit st
place and Washington Stale placed second.
Saturday, the SJSU teamwill compete .
in the Santa Clara Invitational in
Belmont at 10 a.m.
’We have a good chance to be one of
the top two finishing teams in this meet,"
Argabright said. "I am very pleased with
the attitude of the team; they are very
positive."

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee imaged The
classified warms of the Spartan
Deily carat of pad advertising
and daring* ere not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

PART-TIME FILE CLERKS
Downtown SJ Law Firm has 2
openings for P-T file clerks. 15
BICYCLE TECH. Reliable person
hrs/wk. flexible. Computer &
to assemble bicycles in San Jose clerical helph.l. Good interpersonal
or Sunnyvale area. Must have and organizational skills. Please
own tools & transportation Ask
apply in person at 96 N. 3rd St.
for Rick, 408-847-2855.
500. btvin 9am4pm.

RETAIL/OPERATIONS MANGER
Seeking strong mid-rnanagment.
candidate w/3 yrs district mgr.
2 BDRPA PPARIMIEPIT S750/1110. experience to run retail ops for
Security type building
@ad course. Must be a self-starter
Secure Parking
with xInt organizational skills.
Close In
Position requires intense superviModem Building
sory & personnel exp., proven
Free Basic Cable service
success in cash & inventory
Laundry Room
control. Buying & merchandising
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
a must. Salary & xlnt benefits.
(408) 295-6893.
Send cover letter & resume to:
Mountain View Golf Co.. 2600
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Shoreline Blvd. Mtn. View, CA
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ba. Very clean. 94043. FAX: 415-969-8383.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet $8./Tv. DEU SANDV/ICH MAKERS
with good neighbors. Walk or hde Tues.-Weds.-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
bike to school. Responsive The Sourdough. 848N. First St SJ.
management. We take advance
deposits. 5745-5795/month.
$12- $33 / HOUR
Call 288.9157.
Sales
Weekends/Evenings
Canvassers and Telemarketers
253-8818.
STUDIO COTTAGE FOR RENT.
Rustic, lge yd. priv entr, refrig. Si
Rosegarden. 7 min to SJSU/car.
SSS DELIVERY DRIVERS SSS
Restaurant Food Service.
$500 mo/$500 dep, shared ails Cal
days: 743-2677/ eves: 726-3540.
Excellent part-time job.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
CLASSIC 1 DORM APARTMENT
vAth balcony. For clean, quiet. sober Require win car + good DMV+
& financially responsible single San Jose or Cupertino area. Call
adult. $595/mo. 553-8 So. 6th TAKEOUT TAXI 369-9400 after 5prn.
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492-8828.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
SUMMERWIND
School Age Program. Energetic
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM individuals encouraged to apply.
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
1.000 to 1.400 sq. ft.
W/D hook ups
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
Huge Clubhouse
998-1343,
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
FRONT DESK ATTENDANT
2 Swimming pools
Health & Fitness
Apple Computer Inc.
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
10627 Bandley Dive MS 59A
Rents from $825.00 month!
Cupertins, CA 95014
408-279-2300
Or fax resume to 408-974-7317
$7.25 $8.25/hr.
129 lours a week -s-Apple Benefits)
Must
be
able to open at 5:30am &
SHARED HOUSING
wekrexible hoes, incLdngwkrids.
ROOM AND BOARD in beautiful
soronty house. Great atmosphere. AIDE FOR 35 YR OU) tvhaeleltsir
user In his pleasant PA cottage.
Close to SJSU. Call 292-7715.
7prn-lOprn 2 eves/wk. $8.50 /hr.
415-5681225.

SPORTS/THRILLS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL RAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

FOR ALE
1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER
Low miles. Like new. Great for
school. $1,000. 3701774.
MAKE $$$ SEU. YOUR S1UFF1
in the Spartan Daily Classified!

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Saving 51511 for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non.Good Drrvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student "Family Multi-Car’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on S1 Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, RECYs. Your Area Toil Free
1800-898-9778 Exi H 2236 for
current listings

Certain advertisements In
these columns may rear the
reader to specific atiPh0/16
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
rottindad that, When Milking
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money tor goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully inveetygete al firms
filtering emproyment Wings
=coupons for discount
tecallons or merchandise.

Correction
The Spartan Daily urpurted that A
Spartan had not had 10 receptions in a football game in 23
years. In fact, a Spartan tight end
had not had 10 receptions in a
game in 23 years. The last Spartan
to have 10 receptions in a game
was John Mountain in 1992.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

EMPLOYMENT

FOR RENT

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Reefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-6344575.
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Women’s golf ties
for second place
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FILE CLERK
Enterprise is seeking a part time
File Clerk to work in our new
corporate headquarters in San
Jose. Duties will include filing and
some receptionist functions. 25
hours a week. Friendly, team
atmosphere. For immedate consideration, please call Human
Resources at 408-467-1300.
ENTERPRISE

EARN UP TO $60-$80 PER DAY
on weekends. Exciting, new
children’s entertainment company
is looking for 4 or 5 drivers. Must
have pick-up truck. Some heavy
lifting involved. Contact California
Fun Jump at 1,800-667-5867.
MAINTENANCE ASSIST. Basic
maintenance furctons, painting,
plumbing, carpentry etc. 15-20
hours. For more info: 924-6310.

PRO SHOP ASSISTANT
Immediately seeking qualified
candidate for full and part time
Pro Assistant positions. Duties
include: tee and cash register
operations, customer service,
sales and light supervision.
Minimum of two years retail/cash
DELTA GAMMA DISHWASHER register experience. $6.50-$8.00
Mon. 5pm-10 pm, $6.50/hr plus hour depending on experience.
meals. Call 2927303 N name & no. Contact Raella at 415969-7100.

HARRIS CORPORATION- Farinon
Division. Immediate openng for
co-op student in Master Planning
Group. Part-time (15-20 hrs/wlig.
Ideal candidate a Jnr. or Snr.
majoring in Production Operations
Management or Materials Manage
ment. Excellent communication &
familiarity with PC spreadsheets &
word processing. Work towards
APICS CPIM Certification a big
plus. Schedule electronics production & responsibility for bill-ofmaterial maintenance & engineering change order implementation.
Farinon, a leading supplier of low
& medium capacity microwave
radio systems, is a Division of Hams
Corp. with worldwide sales of more
than $3 bilicn. Fax cr ma il resume to:
K. Clemens or L. Sun,
Human Resources
Phone: 415-5943000
Fax: 415-594-3566.

oPPoutownEs
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wild grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly.
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE cai I
408.2647871124 hour message)
NO FEARIII MULTI -MILLION S
enwonmentai company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time,
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
408-358-7711.

MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. WORD PROCESSING
Stop shaving, waxing. tweez,-e ..
using chemicals. Let us peHAYWARD. FREAIONIUPION CITY
nentty remove your unwanted
wo,Jsri.,essi,*ii wing,
Academic Bus work accepted!!
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - C
Tummy etc. Students & faL...
ReportsTresesMLA/Turapan
receive 15% discount. First aribt. EXPERT in SPA format (48r Ed.)
1/2 price if made before June 1. WP 5.1,60 Laser Printer FAX
1995. Hair Today Gale Tomorrow, 7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
SUZANNE SCOTT
Can-obeli 408, 379-3500.
510,441-0504 or 510489-9794
r%

TUTORING

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
,cy s Fly Specialty Fast Lrn
Resumes, student papers.
,,,,-,aence. Worked with SJSU
- 15 years. Located 10
- _., ..,
campus. Reasonable
rAtef.,u., sfaction Guaranteed!!!
Apb wee are- always. Call Jane at
93711373
Pope

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
wi:i provide me foundat.on
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of cane material.
$OO HOW:TO-BOOKS, REPORTS One hOur appointments at $22.50
& Guides, you can reprint & sell. Cali 3745150.
Complete text of all 600 on
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
& ori) :er
Yu- carraus
SUBSTITUTES-RE(IBLE HOURS. PAID OFFICIALS- South Valley ARTS & CRAFTS FIRM needs 1-800-241-9229 Visa/MC/AmExp.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Cupertino/West San Jose areal.
Small World Schools is hiring YMCA. Youth basketball, flag foot- booth help for street fairs. etc. We
Terni Ratters. Thesis Resumes.
substitute teachers for our 14 ball, roller hockey. Sats. 9-1, work steady (all year), more so as
GUARANTEED
Tape Trar.scnation, etc.
preschool & school-age daycare Oct. 7 - Dec. 9. $5.50 $7:00/hr. Xmas approaches. Primarily
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
SERVICES
APA. Turabiar arid MLA.
programs. 6-12 units,, ECE, Rec. Call 226-9622 for application.
wknds, but work available during
Ultimate Franc -a OPPO,L,,,tY
Days and evenings, seven days.
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
for College Students.
week as well. Mark 9844003.
FREE JUJGNMENT CHECK
Suzanne 996.1686.
preferred. This is a great position NANNY NEEDED: Noon to 4, M-F.
and BRAKE INSPECTION’
Everyone Qualifies
for students. We can work around Exchange for room and board.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Student Discounts
PRORDSIORAL Word Processing
your school schedule - even if References required. 225-2111.
with scheduled increases.
UFO NETWORK
Tkeses. tem Papers. group
IllgOTIres
you are only available 1 or 2
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
23366 Camino Real, Santa Clara.
510-651.-3773
r.
.etters,
.
afternoons. Call 257-7326.
Mon Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4.
FAST FUNDRA1SER
Full-time or Part-time
.
Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
AU_ SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FREE MONEY For You Education!
261-4430.
,-enced.
SALES ASSOCIATES
groups.cibs. motivated individuals.
FULL TRAINING
,Apply for your sr are r
return.
r c_
"Earn High Commissions"
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
WRITING HELP. Fast professional unclaimed private sector . Cali A
Bra r
area.
Full Time or Part time Opportunity 1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. Scholarship Resource
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
ces. 5.
a 408 it. 4 4 504 .
selling our environmentally safe
Medical/Dental Insurance
Letters, reports, essays, state 408-261-8676.
Please .eave message.
dry steam cleaning system. You BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
ments articles. etc. For more
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS)
mtat be a self Meter, motivated,
Earn to 525.00/hr saan, + tips.
info please call Dave Bolick, FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Apply: Mon. -Fit. 8am - 5pm,
and have good follow up skills.
Vanguard Security Services
Students needed in the immediate
510.601-9554. Emergencies OK Billion in private sector grants & Science 8 Englisn papers/theses
We wi II train. Some leads furnished wee. Fuel-time/part-time openings.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. scholarships is now available. Al; Our specialty. Laser printing. Free
Call 408/378.9724 or
Call today 1-415-968-9933. New 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
students are eligible regardless
checks .apct worage, APA,
Fax 408/378.9727. o
fte
IMerhational Bartenders School.
WRITING ASSISICANCE any dgrades. nmrdit.ir wares !cane. lel’
replan an otKer formats?
Subject. Why suffer and get poor Let as neip. Ca Stuaent Financie
’ SEISORITY CAREERS
sumes. editing. graphict
ADMIN. ASST. part-tbne Rex hrs. WANTED FIDAALE(S) Tutor/Other
AT WELLS FARGO GUARD
grades when help is just a call Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. and other services available.
Downtown firm seeks sharp & $8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk. We need to fill several openings away? Harvard Ph.D. (former F60411.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
friendly individual with excellent Must have own car & insurance. for security &secunty/receptionist. college teacher, assists with
Call Paul a Virgina 408-251-0449.
verbal communication and typing DMV print out required. Call Ideal for Students orProfessionals research & writing. Tutorial also
speed (45wpmj. Must be detail 259-2781 for interview.
Start $7.00/hour & up
avail. Friendly, caring. confiden
oriented. Computer experience
All Shifts
hal. Convenient Peninsula locahelpful. Will train. 9$-0.
$12.03 to $35,000/YR INCOME potential. Immediate Interview
tion. Dissertation/thesis specia+
start. Fax resume to 408-9930759. Reading books. Toll Free 1-800ist. Samples & references availPaid Health/Dental
Attn: John,
898-9778 Eat R-2236 for details.
able. Chinese & other langs. spoPaid Vacation
ken. Foreigners welcome! Call
Hiring Bonuses
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF. A Free Uniform
today
FT/PT positions w/infants, tod- part time, experience required. Tuition/Expense reimbursement for free phone consultation:
dlers, preschool and school age. Goodwill Contact Susan Lawless, Military clearance required for (415) 52S-0505...ask for Daniel.
Great advancement and growth Personnel 408-998-5774.
some positions. Call or apply any’
answer., will appear in thf next
oppty. Good benefits. mmed.
COCHRELL’S PROFESSIONAL
time M-F, 8 to 5:
openings. ECE + eager. preferred. CHILDCAREAUght Housekeeping WELLS FARGO GUARD SERVICES Resu mes . Member of P.A.R.W.
Call Action Day Nurseries. in Los Gatos home. M-F afternoons 408-970-9666
Reasonable rates. 356-6782.
15/20 firs week. Must have clean 4655 Old Ironsides Dr. #170
408.867-4515.
DMV & exp. with kids. Occasional Santa Clara, CA 95054
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
COUNSELORS. 37.5 hours/week DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small weekend work also. Fti. 356.9089. EOE/Drug Free Workplace.
accepting students who wish to
1 Plumber’s tool
World Schools is hiring teachers
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Sub Positions also available.
7 Sultry
Adults w/D.D., day act. ctr.
for our school-age daycare pro- CHINESE&JAPANESE egg donors TEACHER/INSTRUCTORS:
levels welcome: Beginning,
OEMS
SUMAS
10
Curved
lines
BA/BS, start 5130041600/mo. grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec, Childless Chinese and Japanese P/T bstnictor eiem. schools. Degree Intermediate Of Advanced. Learn
14 Fluffy cat
ONOMBUO MMUS=
+ benes. Resume: HOPE Rehab. Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience couples need help of caring or Cred. NOT required. Oppty for any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
15 Small ostrich
OMOMEIRO BOUMBUEI
preferred. Most positions are Chinese & Japanese women to college students & others. VM Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Personnel, Clove programs
16 Sly trick
MOO MUMMA ROW
2 5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M-F. Short start family. $2,500. + costs paid 408.287-4170 ext. 408. EOE/AAE Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
4351 Lafayette Street
17 Shrewder
Olgfflki INIUMB
MOW
morning shifts are also available. upon retrieval at an In Vitro
Santa Clara, CA 95054 EOE.
18 Dorsal
Fertilization clinic. If you’re Chinese TEACHER for lic. play ctr. for 2-10
MEMO OSM MMUS
Call 257-7326.
appendage
HEALTH itie BEAUTY
or Japanese. 21-29. healthy, non- yr olds. Min 6 ECE units required.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT PT.
19 Seaweed
OUMOUMO MOMS
product
Entry-level position requires SKI RESORTS HIRING Ski smoker, average height, average Flex hours. Day/Eve/Wkend.
MON @MB
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
20 Trying to
strong command of written Resorts are now hiring for many weight, in college or career, and KldsPark Oakrage: 281-8880.
BMOC MIUMMURO
Unwanted haw removed forever.
persuade
English language. type 50 positions this winter. Up tc preferably have been pregnant Valley Fair: 985-2599.
OMEN WOO@ NUM
Specialist. Confidential.
23 Caravan stop
wpm. clerical and computer $2,000+ in salary & benefits. before. call Jackie Gorton,
OBIDU
BOO
Your own probe or disposable.
26 Bandleader
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
(IBM) skills. Proofreading and Call Vertical Employment Group: attorney. 415485-1969 to apt*.
Brown
mailing
our
For
Baywood
Ave.
San
Jose.
DOM MSOUSU BOOB
S.
circulars.
335
info
ext.
V60411.
Fax
6340469
(206;
paste-up skills a plus.
27 Shelf
247-7486.
call 1-301-306-1207.
NUM
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
UMOIAMM
resume to 408-287-8748.
28 Summon to
up to $120/week!
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
SON
Attn: Liz Asborno.
DURSO=
court
30% DISCOUNT!
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING tam up
Become a Sperm Donor.
F/T or P/7 positions a,,adable in
BOOMS
29 Cow’s chew
Permanent Cosmetics by Trsh.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST busy, whole foods restaurant. All Healthy males, 19-34 years old. to $2,000./month. World travel.
into
Make
30
positions. No
Enhance your natural beauty!
Downtown SJ Law Firm has imme- shifts avail. $7:00-58:00 per Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Seasonal &
leather
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows
diate opening for PT receptionist hour to start. Apply in person @ Contact California Cryobank exp necessary. For info. call
DOWN
31 Gathered
Expires June 1st, 1995.
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm,
8am-12noon, MT. Fluent in 1314 S. Mary Ave. Sunnyvale.
1 Army woman
Detective
33
4063793500
SPanish&English.Somecomputer,
2 Genetic
Spade
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
phone and clerical experience. BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE, GENERAL HELP/MGR. TRAINEE $40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
matenal
ably
34
And
so
on
621 E. Campbell Ave. e1.7
Good interpersonal and organiza- part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving for small mattress/used furniture Home Typists/ PC users. Toll Free
34
3 - Ioo yong
37 Salad green
Camcbell. CA 95008
cu..tomer
tional skills. Please apply in Downtown SanAse Acar in person. shop near SJSU. FT/PT/Flextime. 1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2236
4 Loudest
38 Egyptian ruler
35 Carried
person at 96 N. 3rd St. 500. 22 West Saint John, San Jose. Informal atmosphere, Jeans OK. for listings.
40 Fruit drink
5 Teams of
helpful.
Bob
Computer
293.3763.
M-F.
Fischer’s
36
9am4pm
workers
between
41 Take part in
specialty
6 Lengeared
an auction
39
NIuSi,a’
animai
42 Gift tie
7 Hoisted
43 Actor Brynner
43
1a43.
Skips
44 Look closely
8
44 Corr.,
45 Musical notes
9 Cannei fish
. OR ..ATKINAL / AGENCY RATES CALI 408-924-3277
46 Shady am, 46 Leading man
10 Stir
47 Freig^’
49 Individual
I Not flexible
48 Pnri
12 Jangle
50 Encircles
nee’
13 Suit material
51 Colorful catch,
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters. numbers. punctuation & spaces between words
49 Big-t-v.
21 Avoided
54 Type of nail
baby
capture
55 Muhammad 50 Pretense
56 Swamp air
22 South
52 Honolulu’s
American
60 Monster
island
61 That girl
animals
Actor Strait
53
city
Florida
62 Not awake
23
57 r.,-,roi63 Laugh loudly
24 intended
55 G,,,
64 Rocky Mountain
25 Iowa or Maine
594,4,-Trate
25 Photographer
Indian
Beaton
65 Begrudge
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Ono
Day
DRY4
$7
31k,..
55
4 lines
$6
$8
$7
$9
5 lines
$10
$S
4 lime
$1 for each additional line

news
Dlort
BR
$10

$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flint Addieis
Days
$13 co &sale
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check Or mOney order tc,

Attar Ow 41th day, rota Morasses by 41 pot day.
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sri Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
c.,ucs*
Greek Messages’ Sr r
_Events*
_)nnouncements* _Sr-.
_Lost and Pound**
_Volunteers’
n
_insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For See* _Enterta
_Computers Etc _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Prcoessr;
_Employment
Oppc+,,,ritia
Schnlarshos
’’r -r

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Rooni I09
II Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
MI All ads are prepaid U No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (4081934.3271

r

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required

"Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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computing services in the College of
Business, said students must enter the
SJSU student ID number into the computer before they have access to the system. Those who are not enrolled in the
business college or who have not paid the
lab fee of $10 per semester are refused
access to the systems.
Sitting with a group of marketing students working on the application Excel
for their marketing class assignment,
won,’ Kevin Pham said, "The ability to
the
use
lab is a
great service
because I
do
not
a
have
computer
at home
and this
Jim Schmidt makes it
University librarian possible
for me to
use one
my
for
class project."
Access to secured areas is only available
to his full time staff, Torres said. Special
keys and locks and access codes are
required to secure hardware. Heavy-duty
cables are used to affix computers to
desks.
These are just a few of the practices
that are incorporated at SJSU to guarantee that students’ use of computer labs is
not interrupted.
Detective Smith said punishment for
computer-related crimes can range anywhere front 6 months for a misdemeanor
to three years for grand theft.

From page 1
lot the full systems, and are faced with
tight budgets, so essentially we are not in
an economical position to store spare
parts. And memory chips are not a top
priority for us," he said.
Universities like UCLA or Georgia Tech
in Atlanta, where there are large technical
state-of-the art facilities, are at greater risk
for crime, said Schmidt.
SJSU’s open campus and commuter
population
makes keeping secutities that ate
absolutely
tight a challenge, said
Schmidt.
And
although
we’ve made
good
progress,
our inventory is not
state-of-theart. "I just don’t see anyone interested in
taking a risk of walking out the door with
Macintosh Classics. But last year one was
stolen right out of one of our labs," he
said.
The types of security systems that we
would deploy around the campus if we
had the latest technology is that of physical devices, such as lock on-and off keys
(systems that cannot power-on until the
locks are removed), he said.
SJSU provides its student with several
computer labs with as many as 170 IBM
and Macintosh computers located in the
College of Business.
Ted Torres, director of the business

Ai

... We are not in an economical position to
store spare parts. And memory chips are
not a top priority for us.

PHOTO BY
AARON-SLOT/I
SM:1AL TO
SRAR1AN DMLY

With security
cameras
above, junior
biology
major Kirsty
Bourke
works on
drawing bacteria for a
Biology 5
assignment
in the
Washington
Square computer lab on
Monday

maaaavaa

Escort: Guides are ‘... the eyes and ears of the department
From page 1
e said protection is not the primal-% locus of the escorts. "The
escorts are the eyes and ears of the
department," he said.
If student concern weren’t
enough, Lowe also has difficulties
hiring escorts.
"Recruiting new guides is not
easy." he said. "Escorts have to walk
iti the rain and walk the streets
after dark."
Each application is studied carefully since escorts interact primari-

ly with females, Lowe said,
"We hire (escorts) through the
work study program and job line,"
he said. "We check each applicant
for a criminal record and do a
background check. We have to
uphold the image of the departmerit"
Schmurr, an administration of
justice major, is working as an
escort to fulfill a prerequisite to
the police cadet program, as do
111.111V of the escorts. Hc. has full
Taidence II, his atilluas
crinuoal is uoi (iiiing to

attack two people tic er one," he
said, "I have a radio and carry a
flashlight and I’m armed with a
knowledge of self-defense."
Escorts carry no weapon. Their
radio will bring UPD officers to a
scene within moments if necessary.
If students prefer an escort with
self-defense skills, they should
specify that when calling. If available, an escort with self-defense
training will be dispatched,
although students may have to wait
longer, Schmurr said,
Things have been calm in the

week Schnturr has been an escort,
he said.
The SJSU escort program began
in 1980 and has been a model for
other universities, such as Cal State
Fresno.
While explaining the Fresno
program, Fresno State dispatcher
Jacqueline Kelsey pointed out
some similarities.
"We average 5 to 10 calls per
night. Our escorts carry radios and
flashlights," she said. "However, we
only go to the border of campus."
Escorts at SJSU will walk a short

.2011.

distance off campus if a student
desires, Schmurr said.
In the past, the escort service
had bicycles for each of the guides
which enabled them to arrive
more quickly to each caller, Lowe
said. However, budget ems do not
allow the UPD to provide bicycles
anymore.
"They have to be maintained
and since they ride at night they
need to have lights," he said.

Child-care: Proposal could translate into a 41 percent fee increase
From page I
center.
The ballot language said the
fees would be set aside to fund the
new child-care center. However.
Charell believes the board can use
the mond for the current center.
The operation funds that we
set aside to fund a child-care center is being used to fund the curThe
rent center." she said.
(answer to the) question as to
whether we can use that fund to
pay for current child-care is yes."
AS. Controller James De I.a
Cruz believes that using the money
is unethical because it deceives students, who thought the money was
going to the new child-care plan.
When vou build a structure or
facility. no matter what it is. it often
times, takes longer than anticipated," President Marilyn Charell
aid.

Li
When you build a structure
longer than anticipated.

it often times takes
Marilyn Charell
A.S. president

PIP
"And in this partic ulai ens ironment with students changing office
CVVIN sear, there is a chance that it
Malt take a little longer."
"Wilitite’s iimtentioti was to have
the v. hole 1111d -care center done
and built Its now," said Child-care
Jerry
member
Committee
Simmons.
"But, the problem is, there is no
new child-care center built and the

liu id has not been purchased yet."
In a 1993 election, an estimated
8 percent of the student body
voted in the two-day election
with 1,997 supporting and 318
opposing a referendum for a new
child-care center, which included
the fee increases.
has
Currently, the board
approved to purchase the land to
build the center at 8th Street and

San Salvador and is working on
gathering the money.
The A.S. presently finds itself
contemplating a proposal by
Simmons, which will be made at
Wednesday’s meeting, that would
have a $440,599 yearly operating
budget and fall $20,599 short of
the needed amount to fully fund
the new child-care plan.
The proposal would impose a
forty-one cent fee increase upon
students. But, if the board decides
to take the $20,599 out of its operating budget then there would be
no need to raise students’ fees.
"The board always has been
reluctant to support an increase in
student fees," Simmons said. "The
initial plan was supposed to be self
the intent was to
supporting
never take money out of (our
and we still will not be
funds)
able to deliver the project as

Medical: Students entitled to primary care
From page

1

plan and lowcost. comprehensive, medical care
through Student Health Service
(SHS).
Because students pay a mandatory health fee of $a5 when they
register for classes, they are entitled to free primary health care
services at SHS, according to an
"sHS pamphlet.
Primarr care includes treatment
Ii obis. sp, anis, cuts, and infectrtpanying laboratot is. wit li
is ii id X 1.1’. sexually transmitted
di.,
rs and counseling;
11V.11111

111SW:ince

pi eentaIneaslc s num
five meth, tile such as advice on
!manna); Ii %%Innen, gynecological examinations and treatment,
including c ontraception counseling.
Janiece Allen. :1 junior in occupational therap. said she has had
strep throat. tile no. and a
sprained ankle to al ial .11 St IS.
According to the Sit‘, pamphlet,
students also haw access io a full
range of treatment at sp.( ial iv clinThe
ics for a fee of $10 per 1.tis
staff at SHS comprises an allergist,
a dermatologist, a podia’, pa. a psychiatrist, is sports doc n a and a I . IN -

el (are specialist. Numerous services are available at varying costs.
By opting to purchase the $20
Spartan Health Card during fall or
spring registration, students waive
the fee for specialty clinic visits,
and they get discounts on the services, according to the pamphlet.
Marisa Tregrossi, an SHS clerk,
said the service is a bargain. "If you
would go on the outside for just a
private visit, you could imagine
how much it would cost."
However, supervising nurse
Janice Uyeda said because of the
nature of SHS, its functions are
limited compared to those of a

hospital. "This is a walk-in clinic.
We don’t have patients staying
overnight, and we’re not open
twenty-four hours," she said.
Those students seeking services
not provided by SHS can do so by
purchasing SJSU’s student health
insurance as detailed in the 19951996 Student Injury and Sickness
Insurance brochure. Plans are.
available for individuals and families.

entireh planned."
The essence of the original plan
was that the child-care facility
would pay for itself with the $8 student fee, thus relieving the A.S.
front supporting it.
"Its just so small," Simmons said
of the fee increase, "its laughable.
This is forty-one cents were talking
about."

Paris
Athens
Tokyo
Costa Rica
Wash.
DC
each way

$235*
$366*
$265*
$249*
$180*
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Council Travel
394 University Ave., Suite 2(X)
Palo Alto, CA 94301

408-295-8886
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Ariel
From page 1
mailing are obvious %My ii said; it
could take as few as 4 days for a
(-tit test done by Ariel, but by mail
teqi lest I mild take weeks.
Madsen said Arid runs over the
Ii Terme’ and can only he used to
onnect
with
other
Arid
hines. In addition to many
’It;mons wom ldwide, all 22 CSU
ampuses have Arid.
Martin Billik, professor of math
and computer science, described
the implications of Ariel’s use:
"This is not just an experiment. It
is a high-speed, low-cost way for
students to ask for materials from
other library systems."
avever, Billik said that Arid is
not a monumental achievement,
bin that compared to its predecessors, "it is like a better toothpaste."
However, he said that with the rate
of technologie al ads ancements in
this age, it could be a hint towards

future.
"Who knows what’s around the
corner," Billik said "Maybe you’ll
put on a hat Ii I., one in a sci-fi
.111 11111ernglillable

movie and get it all directly to your
head."

’VI a .1 la

is

Enterprise has an excellent Management Trainee Program for college graduates and it is possible to use internship experience to step
into this program upon graduation. For immediate consideration, call
Human Resources at 408-487-1300 or send resume to. 226 Airport
Parkway, Suite SOO, San Jose, CA 95110.

7) Enterprise

magazine
San Jose State’s award -winning
magazine is currently seeking
talented student free-lancers
to contribute to the Spring ’96
issue of Access.

-WRITERS:
Submit a query letter explaining
your story idea by September 25
0 1 pm to Dwight Bentel Hall,
room 213.

-ILLUSTRATORS +
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Drop off your portfolio by
October 1 0 2:30 pm lo room
213, Dwight Bente! Hall.

INTERNSHIPS
ENTERPRISE, America’s industry leader, is offering paid internships
for JUNIORS or SENIORS to work in our San Jose offices.
Responsibilities will include customer service, sales, marketng and
administrative duties. Ideal candidates w01 have work experience in
customer service, sales or fast-paced retail We are looking for
enthusiastic, people-oriented individuals to join our winning team.

ACCESS

Detailed

contributor guidelines
are available
DBH 213.

TWATERGARDEN

MEN’S CLUB
AND BATHS
1 0 1 0 T H E
ALAMEDA
,,AN JOSE, CA
408. 275. 1215
l’ho1o. JD Gambier
Aal
rip.,’. Vision

C:ay/ kl%exual Mcn s Club & Bath,.
\ iii Pt is ate
Stinnitip,Gardens
1.
Flown% Ne\s. (;teani liooni and
Jae L11/I
MOW’
( lean Modern and Definitely
lie Hay Area.... Premier Men

The Fall ’95
issue is still
available
everywhere
on campus!
Pick it up!
For further information call
409.924.3260
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(Please see application inside for details.)

IF YOU DON’T GOT IT, GET IT.

...CMFBACK BONUS AWARE IS BETT
111111.11111,M1,

BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING
With the Discover Card you will begin to establish your own
personal credit history every time you make a purchase.
NO ANNUAL FEE
With your Discover Card there’s no annual fee.
NATIONWIDE ACCEPTANCE
Two million locations, including The Gap, Musicland and TGI Friday’s.
COMPETITIVE RATES
New Discover Cardmembers receive our Best Rate*(Prime Rate + 8.9%) on
purchases. We call it the SmartRate" Program and it’s not just an
introductory offer. The more you purchase the lower your rate can go.
THE CASHBACK BONUS’ AWARD
You’ll receive real money back just for using your Discover Card,
up to 1% paid yearly based on your annual level of purchases.

*For additional details, please refer to the Important Information section on reverse side of the application

thE

THE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:
ro assure timely processing, completely fill out all spaces and sign
application before mailing. The application is to be completed in name
of person in which the account is to be carried. Please attach a
ocopy of your student ID or paid tuition bill for the current semester.
ADDRESS where you want card and billing statement mailed
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State

2.0

STUDENT info:
Batt Date rmo

Ap!

Horne Or Schooi Address 4tlerent hom above requned

State

College Name no abOrevahOnS pease

,

y Citizen’
migration statusl
1

State
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re You
lees

Employment INFO:
77.. ,Diov.
EmPloyerS Address

1 No

Class

1 Grad Student 1 Sane

1 Freshman

day yr

1 Junior

Graduation Date imo

2.0

Yr

1 Sopnomore

Hay Long

Yearly Gross Income

Ch,

EmplOyer s Teephone

State

Zip

Financial / SECURITY info:
Do you Have
1 Checking Account

1 Sayings Account

Signature required:
I authorize Greenwood Tint Canpany 10 check my credit record and verity my credit. employment and Income references I understand tnat the information contained on
applicatiOn may be snared roth Greenwood Trust Gornoars s corocrate affiliates I have read and agree to toe Important intOrmatiOn err tne bad. I agree that ft use my
c8,00, Accouo 4.:,in
rOom SD, he: "t DiSCOver Cartenember Agreement whiCh yell be Sent an "’.
recrumnee,s tor;

Applicants Signature
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A FEW THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT CREDIT:
Before you sign this application you should
make sure you fully understand what you’re
getting into. A credit card can be a useful financial
tool that can make life easier to live. However,
if used irresponsibly. it can become a tremendous
burden. With this in mind, it’s important to ask
yourself some questions before signing anything.
Is there an annual fee? How much interest will
be charged? What are the rewards for using this card?
In addition to asking questions, make sure you read
everything on the application. Understanding the terms
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of your credit agreement is important and will provide
many of the answers you seek.
Finally the best advice is to use common sense.
You know how much you can afford to repay and
how long it will take. For example, common sense
dictates if you only pay the minimum due each
month it will take longer to pay off the balance.
Having a credit card is a commitment from
which you can benefit. We urge you to take the
time to make sure you’re prepared for this
commitment.
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